We construct a one-family technicolor model which is consistent with the precision experiments on the electroweak interaction. The Majorana mass of the right-handed techni-neutrino is introduced and the techni-U (1) B−L symmetry is gauged to obtain the correct breaking of the electroweak symmetry. The tree-level kinetic mixing between the techni-U (1) B−L and U (1) Y gauge bosons plays an important role for having the consistent value of the S
The recent experiments on the electroweak interaction give strong constraints on the technicolor theory. Especially, the data on the oblique correction, which is parameterized by three parameters S, T , and U [1] , directly constrain the scenario of the dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking by the technicolor interaction. The naive QCD-like one-family technicolor model has been already excluded, since it generally gives large values of S ≥ 0.8 for N T C ≥ 2. These values are about 3.5-σ or more away from the value favored by the experiments with a reference point m t = 175GeV and m H = 1TeV [2] . The QCD-like onedoublet model gives smaller values of S ≥ 0.2 for N T C ≥ 2, which are, however, about 1-σ or more away from the value favored by the experiments. Therefore, many mechanisms to generate the small value of S have been considered in the technicolor theory. The walking technicolor dynamics itself [3, 4] , the additional U(1) gauge boson which mixes with the electroweak gauge bosons [5] , unusual mass spectrum of the techni-fermions [6, 7] , and exotic quantum numbers of the techni-fermions in the electroweak gauge interaction [8] , have been proposed so far to yield a technicolor model with the small S parameter.
In this letter we consider the technicolor model where the right-handed techni-neutrino has a Majorana mass [6] which is the remaining degree of freedom of the one-family technicolor model. Both the left-handed and right-handed techni-neutrino must belong to the real representation of the technicolor gauge group to have the gauge-invariant Majorana mass, while keeping the technicolor interaction vector-like. Since the smallness of the S parameter suggests the small technicolor sector (small number of the weak doublets), we consider the smallest system. We assign the techni-leptons to the adjoint representations of Our technicolor model is based on the gauge group SU(3)
which the techni-fermions are transformed as,
Here U and D denote the techni-quarks and E denotes the techni-electron. The technifermions U, D, N, and E belong to the one family representation of the standard-model 
the Dirac condensate is favored for M ≤ 300GeV [9] . We take, in the present analysis, We should note that U(1) Y and U(1)
Therefore, the bare kinetic mixing term
must be introduced so that the theory is renormalizable. Although the new parameter ω may be defined in a more fundamental theory, we treat it as a free parameter in this letter. We take ω = 0.07 in the following numerical calculations. This parameter plays an important role for having small S parameter 3 .
Now we turn to discuss the compatibility of this model with the precision experiments.
The tree-level mixing in eq. (2) yields the tree-level contributions to the S, T , and U parameters. By diagonalizing the kinetic and the mass matrices of the third component of the
T F B−L gauge fields, we obtain the following tree-level contributions:
where r = m B−L /m Z , and c and s are the cosine and sine of the Weinberg angle, respectively.
There are rather large negative contributions to the S and T parameters [5] .
In addition to the oblique correction, the normalization of the neutral current and the Weinberg angle are shifted due to the mixing. The low-energy effective four-fermion interactions generated by both the Z and the U(1)
T F B−L gauge boson exchanges are (following the notation of ref. [14] )
where f and f ′ are the ordinary quarks and leptons. The shifts from the standard model,
given by [5] 3 A similar mixing between the additional U (1) and the electroweak gauge bosons has been also considered by Holdom [5] .
These shifts are detectable in principle by comparing the data at Z-pole, where the Z boson exchange dominates, with the data of low energy neutral current experiments, ν µ -q scattering, ν µ -e scattering, and so on. But these shifts are too small to be detectable in the present low energy experiments.
Next we calculate the 1-loop techni-fermion contributions to the vacuum polarizations of the electroweak gauge bosons, and estimate the contribution to the S, T , and U parameters.
The mass of the techni-fermion is treated as a constant ("constituent mass"). Since we assume no custodial symmetry breaking in the techni-quark sector, the contributions from the techni-quark sector to the three parameters are
where N T C = 3. There is a large positive contribution to the S parameter as usual in one-family technicolor model.
The contribution from the techni-lepton sector is a little complicated, because of the Majorana mass of the right-handed techni-neutrino. The formulae of the techni-lepton contributions to the S, T , and U parameters have already been given in ref. [6] :
where in smaller value of T L . The behavior of the contribution to the U parameter is similar to the T parameter, but the magnitude is smaller. Although the Majorana mass gives the negative contribution to the S parameter, the magnitude is very small, when the Majorana mass is comparable with the techni-lepton masses. The mass splitting between the technineutrino and techni-electron also gives the negative contribution to the S parameter [7] , but the magnitude is small. We should stress here that the Majorana mass of the right-handed techni-neutrino itself does not give an important contribution to have the small S parameter. Thus, our model is completely different from the model proposed in ref [6] .
The mixings between the massive U(1) 
The mixings between U(1) 
These give the positive contributions to the T and U parameters:
where Π 11 (0) and Π 
Note that the second term contains the 1-loop contribution, since Π ′ Y X (0) contains the tree-level constant term. Therefore, we have a large contribution to the S parameter:
This contribution is negative taking ω positive, and the magnitude is large enough to cancel the large positive contribution from the techni-quark sector, together with the tree-level contribution in eq.(3). We should stress here that this large negative contribution disappears when the Majorana mass vanishes, since Π 3X (0) vanishes if M = 0. Therefore, both the Majorana mass and the ω-term in eq. (2) are needed in order to have the large negative contribution. Holdom has already found that the ω-term gives rather large negative contribution to the S parameter at tree level. But the tree-level contribution is not large enough to cancel out the large positive value in the QCD-like one-family technicolor model, while keeping the shifts of eqs. (8) and (9) small [5] .
The Majorana mass dependences of the total values of the S, T , and U parameters are shown in fig.3, fig.4, and fig.5 , respectively. All three parameters are consistent with the experimental constraints, when the Majorana mass of the right-handed techni-neutrino M < 300GeV. Remember that we take the parameters α B−L and m B−L so that the correct electroweak symmetry breaking really occurs with M < 300GeV. And the mass splitting between the techni-neutrino and techni-electron (100GeV) is a natural one which comes from the estimation of the vacuum energy. We set the value of ω to 0.07 so that all the things become consistent. Although the value of the S parameter may be enhanced by the factor two or more due to non-perturbative effects, this model will be still consistent by virtue of the large cancelation of the S parameter in the region M ≃ 200GeV.
We should note that the T parameter is very sensitive to the mass deference between the techni-neutrino and techni-electron. If we take smaller mass difference, the T parameter becomes negative in the region M < 300GeV. If we take the values m N = 340GeV and m E = 400GeV, for instance, the minimum value of T is about −0.2 at M ≃ 250GeV, while the S and U parameters are still consistent with the experimental constraints. Therefore, we may explain the deviation of R b = Γ b /Γ had from the standard-model value by considering the effect of the diagonal extended technicolor (ETC) gauge boson [15, 16] , since the large positive contribution to the T parameter [17] due to the diagonal ETC boson can be cancelled out.
The number of pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons is reduced in comparison with the naive one-family technicolor theory, since the approximate chiral symmetry is largely reduced by the separate structure of the technicolor gauge group. If the standard-model gauge interaction is switched off, the non-anomalous chiral symmetry of the techni-fermion sector
Techni-fermion condensates break this chiral symmetry to SU(6)
L em , and the currents corresponding to the broken symmetries are The true Nambu-Goldstone bosons which couple with the electroweak currents are
and the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons are Θ ai , Θ a , and
where tan ϕ = F Q /F L , and the decay constant of the true Nambu-Goldstone bosons is 
